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1 Research Question

Are adult speakers of English able to discriminate sound contrasts that are
phonemic in Hindi/Udru, but not in English, as well as adult native speakers of
Hindi/Urdu?

2 Background

We have reviewed a number of experiments showing that adult native speakers
seem to be limited in their abilities to perceive speech sound contrasts that are
not present/systematic in their native language. We have seen that this percep-
tual difficulty is even manifested in the earliest stages of auditory perception,
well before lexical or grammatical processing occurs.

3 Our Goal

To replicate this finding by comparing the abilities of adult native English speak-
ers and adult native Hindi/Urdu speakers to discriminate pairs of sounds that
are distinct phonemes in Hindi/Urdu, but not in English.

4 Methods

4.1 Materials

We will manipulate the following three variables:

• consonant length: /p/ vs. /pp/

• place of articulation: labial /p/ vs. coronal /t/ vs. retroflex /T/ vs.
palatal /c/ vs. velar /k/

• voicing: /p/ vs. /b/

This gives us 20 unique phonemes. The consonants are embedded in a /aCa/
environment in order to provide pre and post articulation cues.
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Unique consonants:
POA Lab Cor Ret Pal Vel

Gem − + − + − + − + − +

Vce − p pp t tt T TT c cc k kk
Vce + b bb d dd D DD j jj g gg

4.2 Procedure

We’ll have one between subjects factor: language (English vs. West-
ern Hindi), and 2 dependent measures:

1. response time

2. response accuracy

We will control for the following variables:

1. speaker (one speaker recorded all stimuli)

2. consonant environment: aCa

3. stimulus duration: geminate tokens are longer than singletons, but dura-
tion is matched for all other manipulations

4. presentation order: each token appears equally often as the first or second
member of the pair

5. number of same and different trials

4.3 Participants

Each student will collect data from 4 native speakers of British English, aged
16 to 40, and 2 native speakers of Hindi, Urdu, or any other language/dialect
classified as Western Hindi by the Ethnologue.

Participants must be asked the questions in the Participant Questionnaire.
To be classified as Native English speakers, participants must answer ’English’
to all questions. To be classified as Western Hindi speakers, participants must
answer a Western Hindi language to questions 1, 2, 3 and 5 (and ideally 7).
Participants will give informed consent, and sign consent forms.

Students working in groups are responsible for testing 4 English and 2 West-
ern Hindi speakers per person in the group. How you divide that up is entirely
up to you.

5 Student tasks/responsibilities:

1. set up/piloting

(a) students who complete the calibration form will be emailed a link to
download the script and sound files
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(b) each student must do a complete run through of the experiment as
subject 991 or 992 (each member of a group sharing a computer should
use their own final number)

(c) each of these data files must be saved (and eventually turned in)

2. recruiting/running participants

(a) recruit 4 native English speakers and 2 native speakers of a Western
Hindi language (see above)

(b) test these 6 participants (see Instructions for Experiment Running)

(c) keep logbook for all participants

3. processing and submitting data
further details will be given after the break - for now, just save EVERY-
THING

6 Marking

This assignment is worth 50% of your mark. This mark is subdivided as follows:

5% submitting the computer set up questionnaire today

35% Data collection, ethics & log book (each student will submit 6 signed con-
sent forms, 2 data files and 1 log book). The latter three files (all excel
files), must be uploaded to blackboard. The log book and consent forms
must be submitted under orange cover. Further instructions will be pro-
vided in a few weeks

10% completing the data analysis workshop (December 6th)

This means that by December 6th, you must be fin-
ished data collection.
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